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Limestone tablet, finely engraved with 

pictographic signs.(late 4th millennium 

BC) 

 Cuneiform tablet from the Kirkor 

Minassian collection in the US Library 

of Congress, ca. 24th century.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

III) WRITING 

Writing appeared in Mesopotamia over 5000 years ago. When the 

first cities were established, people developed a form of writing 

to communicate different types of information.  

The earliest writing was based on pictograms. Pictograms were used 

to communicate basic information about crops and taxes. They were 

drawn on clay tablets in vertical columns. Later the signs changed 

developed into cuneiform writing. Cuneiform means “wedge-shaped” 

because of the triangular impressions made by the pen on the wet 

clay. Over thousand of years, Mesopotamian scribes recorded daily 

events, trade, astronomy, and literature on clay tablets.  

Cuneiform was used by people throughout the ancient Near East to 

write several different languages. The invention of writing was 

very important. Historians establish the beginning of history from 

the appearance of writing. 
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1) Read the text on the preceding page and find words that match 

the following definitions: 

a) ______________ : (n) an amount of money that you have to 

pay to the government. It is used for providing public 

services and paying for government institutions. 

b) ______________ : (n) a type of heavy wet soil that 

becomes hard when it is baked in an oven, used for 

making cups, plates, and other objects. 

c) ______________ : (n) a flat piece of stone or ivory that 

is intended for an inscription or has writing cut into 

it. 

d) _______________: (n) a piece of wood, plastic, or other 

material that is thin at one end and wider at the other. 

You press it into a space to hold something in place or 

to force things apart. 

2) Write the words again and translate them into Spanish 

a) ______________: 

b) ______________: 

c) ______________: 

d) ______________: 

3) Complete the text below with the words “pictogram” and 
“cuneiform”:  

 

__________ or drawings 

representing actual things, were 

the basis for __________ writing. 

Early _________ resembled the 

objects they represented, but then 

they began to look simpler and 

developed into a more complex 

system called ("__________ "), and 

could  represent sounds or 

abstract concepts. 

4) Why do historians consider the invention of writing so 

important? 


